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HONDA HHH25D 75E Two
blades hedge trimmer 75

cm 
        

   

Product price:  

440,90 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA HHH 25D 75E Hedge trimmer 

HONDA HHH 25D 75E hedge trimmer with adjustable handlebar and 75 cm blade. The portable
hedge trimmer HONDA HHH 25D 75E has the advantage of being able to count on the
unbeatable Honda GX25 engine, capable of making the many gardening jobs within reach of
these tools easy. As soon as you put the HONDA HHH 25D 75E Hedge Trimmer into operation,
you'll understand why it's so quiet. Pick one up and you'll feel the difference. They are ergonomic,
low-vibration, ideal companions for taking care of all types of hedges. It doesn't matter whether
it's lush or uncultivated, the HONDA HHH 25D 75E portable hedge trimmer can quickly bring an
uneven hedge back into perfect shape.

Centrifugal clutch
When the speed reaches a certain threshold, the outward centrifugal force produced by the motor
drive shaft determines its engagement with the external output shaft ensuring a gradual transfer
of power to the cutting blades. When the revolutions decrease, the springs retract and disengage
smoothly and evenly.

Remain at apex
The HONDA HHH 25D 75E hedge trimmer not only keeps the hedge in great shape, but thanks
to the self-sharpening blades, the teeth also remain in excellent condition. And, thanks to the
standard blade protection, they are guaranteed to last a long time.

Easy starting
The Honda engine has a mechanical decompression system that ensures a smoother starting
stroke. Combined with a super lightweight flywheel, the starter rope's pull weight is only 7.2 kg.

Easy handling
The handlebars and controls have been perfectly positioned for maximum comfort. You can work
much longer than you think and both HRH 25D models allow a 180º adjustment of the handlebar
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for even greater flexibility.

Images and technical data are not binding.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX25T, OHC, 4-stroke
Engine rpm (rpm): 7000
Starting system: Manual
Engine capacity (cm³): 25
Oil capacity (L): 0.08
Fuel tank capacity (L): 0.58
Acoustic power: 104 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1220
Width (mm): 312
Height (mm): 259
Dry weight (Kg): 6.6
Blades: 2
Blade length (cm): 75
Product type: Hedge trimmer
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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